
WHAT PEOPLE ARE SAYING
TESTIMONIALS & REVIEWS

”Thank you so much for helping make our 
National Conference a HUGE success. Your energy

and message were heartfelt and inspiring.”
-Bob S., CEO, Renatus

“Clinton’s speech was absolutely life changing!!
Great stories with important motivational messages.

I was blown away with his powerful speech.”
-Bob B., Executive, Waters Corporation

“Clinton’s speech was one of those experiences
I’ll remember for the rest of my life, 

it was that impactful.”
-Bobby S., Corporate Employee, FortuneBuilders Inc. 

“Clinton kept us captivated for over an hour with his 
very inspirational speech. I highly recommend Clinton 
to any company looking for an inspirational speaker.”

-Carl A., Senior Manager, Dell 

REIGNITE THE HUMAN SPIRIT
Most people are going through life unfulfilled and 

resigned, feeling stuck, and that success is only for 
other people. They are often unconscious of their 
disempowering beliefs that limit their happiness.

Reignite the Human Spirit is designed to empower 
people to question unexamined assumptions they 

have about themselves and what’s possible.

Through dynamic storytelling and engaging content, 
Clinton provides unconventional wisdom gleaned
from experience, and actionable lessons to unlock

their unique potential to thrive.

Participants are awakened to their limiting beliefs 
and are reignited to live the inspired life they were

 meant to live, leaving an unforgettable 
transformation in your group.

MOST REQUESTED KEYNOTE

As a globally sought after inspirational speaker with 15+ years of 
international, corporate, and entrepreneurial experience, 

a Master’s degree in Organizational Psychology, and a passion for 
inspiring people to reach their full potential, Clinton is uniquely 

equipped to share riveting personal stories of universal truths he’s 
learned on his journey to illuminate the path for others.

BIOGRAPHY

“Clinton’s speech is a message for humanity!” - Meredith P.

CLINTON A. YOUNG
INTERNATIONAL KEYNOTE SPEAKER 
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INVITE CLINTON TO SPEAK
www.ClintonAYoung.com

Call 833-CY-SPEAKS
(+1 833-297-7325)

www.ClintonAYoung.com/BusinessDemoVideo

/ClintonYoung

/ClintonSpeaks

/ClintonSpeaks

/MrClintonYoung


